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CHANGES FROM CTF-RECOMMENDED

Legend
New curb
Potential Right-of-way Line
Existing Property Lines

Key to Historic Status
Signalized Intersection
Pedestrian HAWK
Pedestrian and Bike HAWK

Water Harvesting Opportunity

Bike HAWK Striping

City Owned Property

Potential Future HAWK
(Provide conduits only)

Anticipated Catch Basins
Existing Catch Basins to Remain

Current Contributor
Eligible as Contributor
Eligible Individually
Architecturally Significant
(Future individually eligible)

Potential access/parking
improvements by others

o Utilize the "streetside width" of 12' as
described separately. Reduce this width
for short distances where doing so will
avoid a property impact. As the design
progresses, the streetside width will be
increased to improve the pedestrian
environment at locations where a
significant right-of-way impact would
not be incurred.
o Adjusted the centerline where
appropriate to avoid impacting both
sides of the roadway. Specific notes are
provided at applicable locations.
o Replace driveway turnouts with
depressed curb accesses except where
turnouts exist currently.
o Reduced length of in-line bus stop
platforms to 30' per TDOT conversation
with SunTran.

840 E.

General
CHANGES FROM CTF-RECOMMENDED
Euclid to Park

CHANGES FROM CTF-RECOMMENDED
Euclid Intersection
o Added double left turns in both
directions.
o Keep westbound bus stop in fourth
travel lane for time being. This may
need to be altered depending on the
two-way cycle track currently being
considered.

o Eliminated reverse curves on the
south side. This widens the roadway
west of Tyndall but narrows it in the
vicinity of Tyndall. The proposed
roadway still remains well within the
existing right-of-way however.
o Makes use of the existing sidewalk on
south side between Euclid and
Tyndall to the extent possible.
o This shows an example of enhanced
pedestrian environment in addition
to water harvesting.

o Removed extraneous curves at several
locations to simplify the geometry. This
did not result in additional significant
impacts however.
o Added new detail for Bike HAWK
crossings at three locations.
o Per RTA direction, added bus pullouts
and partial pullouts at bus stop
locations where it is feasible to do so.
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Hatching indicate potential
landscape/water harvesting
areas. This parcel may be large
enough for redevelopment.

Plan Inv: 80.57

